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Elminster character sheet 3.5

09-15-2001, 08:42 #1 Magister's joining date: 25 May, 2001 Location: Cookham, Berkshire, UK Posts: 104 I think of playing a solo game like Alminster, just for fun (obviously starts at level 8 by default, not level 29!),I know very little about AD &amp; D/ Forgotten kingdoms of the world beyond the games
set in it, so can anyone give me more information about what Alminster's statistics and abilities are? I know he's actually a fighter/well/priest/priest or maybe a priest/unsure which), not just a single-class minor. 09-15-2001, 09:23 AM #2 Guest quote: Originally posted by Drawde1: I'm thinking of playing a
solo game like Alminster, just for fun (obviously starts at level 8 by default, not level 29!),I know very little about the AD World &amp; D/ Forgotten areas beyond the games set in it, so can anyone give me more information about what Elminster's statistics and abilities are? I know he's actually a
fighter/well/priest/priest or maybe a priest/unsure which), not just a single-class minor. He's a cleric doesn't know his statistics but I almost p[ositively has 25 to his wisdom or constitution thanks to his guard (dess) ------------------ I SunGod here to illuminate you 09-15-2001, 11:14 AM #3 Zhentarim Guard
Join date: June 23, 2001 Location: Aberystwyth, Wales Posts: 396 Alminster statistics are: STR: 13 DEX: 18 CON: 24 INT: 24 WIS: 18 CHA: 17 Uncertain about its lessons in 2nd edition but in 3rd edition are: Fighter1/Rogue2/Cleric3/Wizard20/Archmage5/Epic4. As Mystra's chosen he has the following
abilities: bonus spells: selected earns one bonus spell of each level of witchcraft per day which can be as much a spell as ability. Once these six spells are selected, they can never be changed. , offensive, defensive and benefit with this ability (most select Elminster spells are not available in BG).
Spellproof: Selected one-spell-proofs per level of witchcraft, just as if spells of witchcraft immunity were constantly in effect on them. Once these 9 seams are selected, they can never change (Elminster chose to recognize thoughts, black arms of Everard, Pemblemindi, the finger of death, fireball, magic
rocket, sun rays and timestop). Vaccines: The chosen ones are immune to aging, disease, disintegration and poison. The chosen ones get +10 for their CON score (included in the stat line above) they also have control over silver fire, a strange magical effect which can't really be replicated at the gate of
Baldur. Have fun! ------------------ our deepest fear is not that we're not enough. Our deepest fear is that we are strong beyond measure. [This post was edited by Sharpedge (edited 09-15-2001).] 09-15-2001, 01:14 #4 Red Wizard of Thay Join Date: August 21, 2001 Location: Limburg, Netherlands,
Europe Age: 38 Posts: 894 **ZOINKS* Words. 18th-invulnerable ????????????????? Surely another God's creep (like you are a bahal creep) must be able to defeat him??? ------------------ there's something in your eyes, uh no, I see now, it's a reflection of my deadly gaze - honor guard Mirac (Baal Ove)
09-15-2001, 01:29 PM #5 Zhentarim Guard Join Date: June 23, 2001 Location: Aberystwyth, Wales Posts: 396 Quote: Originally published by Mirac Honor Guard: Surely another God's creep (as you are Bhaal's creep) must be able to defeat him??? Alminster is God's chosen one. It's totally different from
being one's creep. Some of Bahal's inchers are no stronger than your average farmer, they just have a penchant for murder. Remember, Elminster is centuries old. He spent most of his long life learning and consolidating his power. That's why he's (probably) the most powerful person in Farron. However,
I think your party at the end of ToB will be able to be more than just a handful on his side. Of course, his lover is Simbol, a very powerful witch capable of destroying armies with matmajic exaltations. Take care of the fact that he has a God watching him all the way through and you have a formidable
opponent. I don't want to deal with him, that's for sure. ------------------ our deepest fear is not that we're not enough. Our deepest fear is that we are strong beyond measure. 09-15-2001, 01:58 #6 account deleted by requesting join date: May 17, 2001 Location: . Age: 34 Posts: 8,802 Name: Elminster
Alignment: Munchkin All stats: Munchkin/Munchkin Level: Munchkin/Munchkin Racing: Munchkin Hit Points: Munchkin Thac0(or this 3 ed equivalent): Munchkin AC: Munchkin Vaccines: Munchkin Resistance: Munchkin Abilities/Powers: Mega Munchkin Morf, Munchkin and Mancheon power -----------------worshipper of Tiax. Wooder's ancient lawyer spells. A member of the H.D.B. tribe. Ally of Queen Fluffy and the Scary Red Plume 09-15-2001, 03:22 pm #7 Cyric's symbol join date: August 19, 2001 Location: Portland, Oregon Age: 42 Posts: 1,224 Actually, according to the Book of Heroes, it has
Constitution 25. Sorry, I just had to fix it, I'm sure I could just copy his pages in the book, there's so much about him, but I'd get bored. He's a master of psynica, and he's got something around 228 psp's to use it. And he was supposed to be a priestess!!!!!! wtf just two pieces of my gold -----------------Morgan Corbesant, Alban BladeSinger, Captain of the Army of Seldarine 09-15-2001, 03:24 PM #8 Symbol of Cyric Join Date: August 19, 2001 Location: Portland, Oregon Age: 42 Posts: 1,224 Oh, and mystra is dead. She died in trouble. All of Mistress's chosen ones have a part of her inside them,
because she saw her death. Now she's going to live. in the chosen body. She's been replaced as the magic god, but I forget by whom. Just two pieces of my gold ------------------ Morgan Corbesant, Alban BladeSinger, Captain of the Army of Seldarine 09-15-2001, 04:29 pm #9 User forbidden to join Date:
June 16, 2001 Location: Uppland Posts: 711 Oh... And I thought Elminister was a real loser just because I was two levels stronger than him ------------------ we call him Bobby Corwen 09-15-2001, 04:42 PM #10 Zhentarim Guard Join Date: June 23, 2001 Location: Aberystwyth, Wales Posts: 396 Quote:
Originally published by Neb: Name: Elminster Alignment: Munchkin All stats: Munchkin Grades: Munchkin/Munchkin Level: Munchkin/Munchkin Race: Munchkin Points hit: Munchkin Tha 0 (or it's 3 ed equivalent): Munchkin AC: Munchkin Vaccines: Munchkin Resistance: Munchkin Abilities/Powers: Mega
Munchkin Morph, Munchkin Power Munchkin Fire ROFL said well! Quote: Originally published on Morgan_Corbesant: In fact, according to the Book of Heroes, it has Constitution 25. I understand. I took it from the new third edition D&amp;D Forgotten kingdoms supplement where it's listed as 24. Quote:
Originally published Morgan_Corbesant: Oh, mystra is dead. She died in trouble. She was replaced by a powerful magician named Midnight who immigrated to God during the Troubles. She took on mistress's portfolio and diverity that fell (and her name). ------------------ our deepest fear is not that we're
not enough. Our deepest fear is that we are strong beyond measure. [This post was edited by Sharpedge (edited 09-15-2001).] « Previous Thread | Next Thread » Active users are now viewing this thread: 1 (0 members and 1 guests) Registration rules you cannot publish new clusters You may not post
comments You may not post attachments You may not edit your messages HTML code is on similar thread thread thread forum Responses Statistics Last post Obsidian Black Never Winter Nights 1 &amp; 2 Also SoU &amp; HotU Forum 7 08-2002 06:50 Statistics Rubena Baldor Gate II: Shadows of Amn
&amp; Throne of Bhaal 2 07-01-2002 06:43 PM Stats at NWN Galadria Neverwinter Nights 1 &amp; 2 Also SoU &amp; HotU Forum 9 11-14-2001 08:45 What are your data? Epona General Discussion 74 10-03-2001 05:14 LotharX Baldurs Gate II Archive Statistics 3 10-20-2000 09:38 All times are GMT4. The time now is 09:39 AM. The other, a long way behind it, is intelligence. Life means nothing but what we give it. I wish some of you would give it some. ~ Amar Alminster laws are bad, and good people must be outlaws - or corpses - if they want to stay good. ~ Alminster Omar Alminster Omar is a
character from Dungeons &amp; Dragons Forgotten Worlds Defining Campaign, role playing game created Game designer Ed Greenwood, Dungeons & Dragons was published by Tactical Research Rules (TSR Inc.) until it was bought by Wizards of the Beach which became a subsidiary of Hasbro.
Background Elminster itself is one of the best known rainbow jizzes within the Forgotten Dungeons &amp; Dragons campaign setting as well as Mystra's chosen. But before he became a thing of legend he was supposed to be, Alminster first started for the son of a village lord named Athin and his wife,
Amritella, who were murdered at the hands of the Shadow Lord of Glord named Onderell. After taking his father's broken sword, Elminster found himself becoming a thief as well as a thief only at the age of 12. Realizing he had no point in killing others, he rushed to give it up and became an intruder in
Hastarel, the capital of the city of Atlanter. There, he met with the magi master of the time, who carried the robe of the god Mistress and asked Elminster if he wanted to learn magic. Alminster's response was that he refused. After a series of adventures, it eventually reached the point where Mystra itself
visited Alminster. Once she did, she left him stunned with a message that one day he would learn the ways of mysterious magic and worship her as well. In an attempt to further expand his worldview, Alminster became a priestess under the name Almara, which allowed him (oh, she during then) to move
within the confines of his enemies without his knowledge that Elminster was in their circles. After completing a series of other adventures, Almara felt ready to become a magician and so switched back to Ellminster and learned about mysterious magic tricks from the witch Miryala, eventually becoming
powerful enough to challenge the evil megalours who gobble up the kingdom. After the battle, Elminster won and took the throne of Atlantar. Although he was crowned King of Atlantar, Alminster immediately passed the king on to one of his friends who happened to be an Atlantar knight, with his reasons
for fighting only to avenge his family's death and not be part of the monarchy. After he and Myrtilla left the kingdom, Myra then revealed herself as Mistra the goddess of all magic, and with that she offered to make Alminster one of her teams. Alminster was willingly accepted. Powers &amp; can be
Shadowdale's own arc password, chosen of mysteries, warrior, thief and even priest (ess), Alminster has gained the following abilities to see below: Warrior Abilities: As a basic trained warrior, Alminster is well versed with all simple weapons and fighting. Rogue abilities: Alminster tampered with the arts of
crooks, and therefore gained the capabilities to sneak attack, trap-finding and evasive abilities. Priest abilities: As a small cleric, Can cast the turn Undead spell and can cast some divine spells, including 4 he can cast as wantably as he wants, another set of 4 that draw a limited daily number of witchcraft
slots, and 3 stronger to take stronger slots to cast. Archimage's abilities: As mistress archimage, Elminster is blessed with the power of the high Arcana, which gives him different abilities. Reach mysterious: Alminster can use spells that usually require physical contact on targets up to 10 feet away.
Mastery of a counter spell: Alminster can return a spell to cast against him. He can make his counter spell stronger as a knello at the expense of larger spell slots, and if the spell he reflects is stronger than his spell round, it is still partially reflected. If for some reason the spell cannot be turned back, then it
depends on the power of the spell. If the spell is weaker or as strong as the opposite spell and cannot be reflected, it is completely negative. If it's stronger, it's likely to be negative that gets smaller as the gap between the power of the humidity is greater. Control elements: Alminster can change a basic
spell of choice so that it uses another element. For example; Alminster can cast the spell of the swarm of meteors that strikes an opponent with sound sounds rather than its usual flames. Immortal: Alaminster is immortal due to being elected of Mystra. During his never-ending life, he lived to be more than
1,000 years old. Furthermore, the Archimage cannot die of natural causes. Disease immunity: As a side effect of his immortality, Aleminster is immune to even the deadliest of diseases in addition to other diseases as if Aleminster is under the effects of a lifeblance of health with a fixed duration. Limited
witchcraft immunity: Due to mystra's chosen, elminster is immune to the following spells and effects like them: detect thoughts, disintegration, ESP, Evard's black tentacles, weak, finger of death, imprisonment, magic missile, blind power word, sun rays, and time out. Opposition to spell: Even when Omar
Alminster is hit by spells he is not immune, he has a great chance of resisting such spells to reduce or negate their effects. Dragon Breath Resistance: As Mystra's chosen one, Alminster also gains a knack for avoiding or resisting breath-based attacks. Silver fire: Once every 42 seconds, Elminster can fire
a beam of energy into a magical lava known as silver fire. The beam itself is five feet wide and can reach up to 20 meters wide. It is able to bypass all known physical and magical barriers. Once the fund hits the target, the foundation does a large amount of damage and any non-living object that touches
the silver fire has a chance of being destroyed outright. Contrary to its name, silver fire consists of pure magical energy and is not really fire at all. Huge Being an immortal magician blessed by the God of Magic, Alminster devoted most of his time to learning about all the wonders of the world, and gained a
great deal of knowledge at the time. Tremendous wisdom: Throughout his centuries of experience and pure intellect, Elminster has also gained an impressive amount of wisdom to teach the world. High charisma: Alminster is naturally good at interacting with people and persuasively in shape. His natural

charisma rivals some of the biggest hoodies in Faerûn. Divine endurance: In his experiences, Elminster built a level not a man of resilience. His stamina rivals that of some gods in the world of forgotten kingdoms, giving him a very high ability to resist pain and tank some good hits. Respectable Power: The
power of Aleminster is slightly above average among mortals. Impressive speed: Alminster is quite fast, able to keep up with the biggest athletes in Faerûn. Spells due to being mystra's chosen, Omar Elminster knows and can cast almost any mysterious spell within Dungeons and Dragons himself. Even
so, it has a dosage that has personal tastes; For example, he usually disrespects the spell of communion. Aside from personal preferences, Omar Elminster has a knack for preparing himself precisely with the magic he has to deal with any situation he may encounter as he may encounter below (the long
list of spells you're about to see below is his personal preference as mentioned in Dungeons & Dragons Edition 2 Forgotten Kingdoms Hero Lorebook) Level 1: Burning Hands, Magic Man Spray Color, Hypnosis, Detection, Magic Missile, Shield Level 2 : forget, hypnotic pattern, hover, magic mouth, mirror
image, horn of enfeeblement, level 3 grid: blink, fly, hold to the dead, normal missile defense, secret page, slow, suggestion., Fourth level: magic monster, confusion, massmorph, miron globe of injury, polymorth self, neri's mnenomic enhancer, stoneskin. Fifth tier: avoidance, Bigby's hand, dismissal,
monster hold, passwall, teleport. Level 6: Crumble, Tattoo, Laura Legend, Mass Proposal, Tenser's Transformation Level 7: Forcecage, Limited Wish, The Word Shock Force, Frismatic Spray, Witchcraft Round, Statue Level 8: Bigby's Stapled Fist, Labyrinth, blank mind, prismatic wall, Serten's witchcraft
immunity, level 9 symbol: Elminster's evasion, foresight, imprisonment, meteor swarm, transformation, worldwalk bonus spells: In addition to his usual spell list, Alminster Omar as Mistre's chosen person also gets the following bonus spells he can also use without the legitimate need Of the required
components: spider climbing, sound hearing, magic disillusionment, whisper blade, iron guard, ghostgrail, synostodweomer of symbolism, skeletal deliquescence of symbol - the generous epuration of alminster., Description for the spells of elminster hand burning: Omar elminster causes a cone of stinging
flames He can shoot from his fingertips and he can handle 5d4 points of damage. Magic Man: Alminster Omar can charm a humanoid and thus make such an entity treat him as a friend and ally, when Alminster Omar cast this spell on a chosen target, the duration period would take 29 hours. Spray paint:
Elminster Amar can cause a live cone of clashing colours to come out of his hand, causing others to be shocked, blinded or even knocked unconscious. Creatures with 2 cubes hit or less become unconscious, blind and stunned for 1d4 rounds, creatures of 3 cubes hit 4 blind and stunned cubes for 1d4
rounds and creatures of 5 cubes hit and above stunned in just 1 round. Hypnosis: Omar Elminster can use this spell to cause close by creatures no more than 10 feet apart to stop and stare at it emptyly for as much as 23 feet for 2d4 rounds (12 to 24 seconds) to identify: allows Omar Elminster to identify
all known magical characteristics of one magical item, no effect on objects. Magic Missile: Omar Elminster can drop a missile attack of magical energy arrows from his fingertips and his target strikes of choosing a 1d4 +1 point tackle of damage, he can fire up to five magic missiles. Shield: Omar Alminster
creates an invisible tower like a portable disk protector of power that hovers in front of him, it will rule out a magic missile being cast against him and gives Omar Elminster a +4 protective bonus for his armored class that even includes total contact attacks. Almeister Omar can't use this spell as a cover.
Spider climbing: Elminster Amar can use this spell to climb and even travel on vertical surfaces as well as a giant spider can, he can even use it to hang upside down from the ceilings for 32 rounds (192 seconds). Forget it: Alminster Omar can use this spell to make creatures within 20 cubic metres forget
the events that happened in the last 10 minutes, unless the creatures save witchcraft versus witchcraft (will you save on D&D Third edition). Mesmerizing pattern: Alminster Omar will create a convoluted pattern of subpurpose, air-changing colors that makes all other creatures empty so that as long as
they have vision, Omar's elminster can affect creatures at the 18th and below level, creatures with the lowest level are the first to be affected. Hover: Omar Alminster is also able to move himself, another creature or other object to rise and fall out of will, a creature that will not want to do rescue versus
witchcraft to resist. Magic Mouth: Omar Elminster can use this spell to flatter a creature or one object with a magical mouth that suddenly appears and speaks a message the next time a specific event occurs and the message must be at least 25 words in total or less if Elminster chooses, the target can be
up to 95 feet to be affected. Secondary image: Omar Alminster can use this spell to create an image of an object, creature or The illusion includes a few small tones.But a misunderstood speech from Enfeeblement's Foundation: Omar Elminster makes a coruscating beam that accumulates from his hand,
the creature touched with this attack takes a 1d6 +1 power penalty for a total of 29 minutes. Vocalize (D&amp;amp;D Edition 2 Complete Wizards Guide/Book Of Louth's Hero): This spell allows Omar Elminster to cast spells that usually require a literal component without even having to make a sound,
and Omar Elminster must cast such spells within the active sound spell period, he can even use it in situations where he needs to be quiet or under the influence of a spell of silence. Internet: Amar elminster can create a multilayered mass of strong, sticky strands, creatures caught in entangled nets (a
successful reflex-saving shot allows the creature to move while one fails to make them unmistilable). Blink: Alminster Omar can use this spell to blink back and forth from the material plane to the celestial plane, with the imposition of this spell, Alminster Omar will look like he's winking in and out of reality
very quickly and randomly. Opponents on the material plane are trying to attack Alaminster Ammar while in this country will have only a 50% chance of scoring a hit. Alminster Omar while in this country will only take half the usual damage while falling. Furthermore, it can also see creatures in the celestial
plane while in blink mode. Dispel magic: Omar Elminster can use this spell to remove spelling effects as well as ability effects like witchcraft, which includes such effects coming from magical devices and innate abilities. He can even use that spell to disrupt the casting of spells and even use that spell to
destroy magical potions. Fly: Alminster Omar can fly at 60 feet (or 40 feet if he's carrying something heavy) and can stay airborne for up to 29 minutes. Hold undead: Alminster Omar can use this spell to make up to three undead people become indeterminited from 30 to 33 rounds (180 seconds to 198
seconds). Mindless unsumed will automatically succumb to this spell while dead not dying with intelligence are an opportunity to resist the effects (they are allowed to throw savings to resist). Standard missile defense: Once Alminster Omar casts this spell gives him total impact on dropped and corn
missile attacks such as arrows, axes, screws, pike, small stones and moans. Alminster Omar is awarded one for 29 rounds (174 seconds). Secret page: Alaminster Ammar can cast this spell to change the contents of a particular page within a book so that such a page does not appear as it appears.
Slow: Alminster Omar can cast this spell to reduce the rate of movement of a creature by 50%, the duration of this spell will last 32 rounds in the case of Elminster (192 seconds). Offer: Elminster This spell can be used to influence the actions of a selected recipient by saying a few words, phrases, or a
sentence or two that imply a course of action that Aleminster desires. Magic Monster: As the magic man spell, only it also affects any living creature Alminster Omar would cast it on. Confusion: Omar Elminster can cause confusion hence the name from one to four creatures in total up to 186 seconds (31
rounds), such creatures are also affected to wander away, stand confused, attack someone else nearby or act normally for one round, all while affected by this spell. Massmorph: Omar Elminster can use this on a creature ready to have their appearance miraculously changed, it can affect up to 290
creatures in total with a spell that will remain until such creatures emerge from the affected area which is 290 cube feet. Small ball of impact: Alminster Omar creates a magical motionless ball, shimmering slightly around it, preventing any spells around level 3 and below to enter the 1.5-metre radius ball.
Alminster Omar can still cast spells from the third floor down from inside the ball and still affect his chosen goals. Self Polymorph: Omar Elminster can cast this spell to get the shape of any living creature he chooses, except for the fact that he cannot get the shape of a no-material creature, he can use this
spell to take the form as small as a wrench up as big as a hippo. Alminster Omar can even achieve the physical state of such a creature of movement and breathing as well. Rary's mnenomic enhancer: Elminster Aumar can cast this spell to memorize or retain the memory of three additional spell levels,
examples being three first-class spells or a level 1 spell, a Level 2 spell and a level 3 spell. Stoneskin: Omar Elminster can cast this spell on himself or another goal of choice to be virtually immune to any attack to the point where even a whirlwind sword can't cut it, while under the effects of stoneskin,
Omar Elminster won't take damage from physical attacks to a limit of 33 hits in total. Whisper Blade (D&amp;D) Edition 2 of Lorebook Hero): Omar Elminster can create a transparent area, a weightless shadow of magical power that extends from his fingertips as the quiet structure is blade-shaped and
doses the same amount of damage as a long sword (1d8 points) and can use it as if he is proficient in it, it acts as a +1 magical sword for the purpose of what it can damage except that it does not receive the damage bonus of +1. Omar's elminster can use the whisper blade to cut through chains, armor
and other hard targets, the blade is unbreakable, cannot be brittle and cannot be dull due to it being non-metallic and non-magnetic and does not reflect light or electrically lead. The whispering blade created by this spell cannot be ripped from Elminster's grasp but it can make it disappear immediately if it
is Of his own volitality. Avoidance: Omar Alminster can use this spell to create a natural repellent between the affected objects and all the other living things around it expecting itself, meaning that each living creature tries to touch the affected object gets disgusted as they are unable to approach then one
leg for such an affected target. Bigby's hand: Alminster Omar causes a huge-sized man to appear between him and his chosen target, he provides Arminster Omar with coverage from his opponent and has the full amount of health that doses Elminster in addition to an armored class of 0 (30 in the third
edition). Dismissal: Alminster Omar can cast this spell to allow or force a creature from another person of existence to return to where he came from, except that he has a 20% chance of sending the creature in a different direction of existence, so that's where it originally came from. Monster Hold: Omar
Elminster can cast this spell to hold one to four monsters with this spell for a total of 174 seconds (29 rounds). Ironguard (D&amp;amp;D Edition 2 of Hero of the Lourebock): Omar Elminster can mediate himself or another creature of choice to be immune to magical weapons not magical made of metal
but those with magical charm of +1 and large versions can still face damage to it based on a magical bonus (for example, a +3 long sword can only handle 3 points of damage to Omar's elminster while spotless with ironguard). Passwall: Omar Elminster can use this spell to open a passage through
wooden, stucco or stone walls, but no other materials beyond that. Teleport: Omar Elminster can use this spell to launch himself and can carry a maximum weight of 2,600 pounds with him. Crumble: Omar Alminster can make the material disappear, even one of magical nature such as Bigby's forceful
hand but not earth's vulnerable or anti-magic shell. This spell is immediate and permanent which may be able to destroy dead up to 10 x 10 x 10 cube. Ghostgrail (D&amp;amp;D Edition 2 of Lorebook Hero): Omar Elminster can use this spell on himself or another creature to be immune to any special
attacks that otherwise dead gods cause, this includes level drainage, power drainage, fear, mummy decomposition, ghost age contact attack, walking through a banshee wall and so on and will last a total of 29 rounds (174 seconds). Sign Up (D&amp;D) Edition 2 of Hero of the Lourebox): Omar Elminster
can replicate any writings, runes and even glyphs of witchcraft that even he cannot understand into a spellbook or ready writing surface such as slate or scroll with the original being unchanged as the copy contains all the characteristics of the original, which even includes types of ink spots, errors and so
on., while Amar Elminster can successfully copy un magical writings , he has a dosage there's a chance to take damage from failure to throw savings away if To copy magical writing and if it is dosed, it takes 2 points of damage per spell level to be coping and is overwhelmed for 1d3 rounds. Legend:
Omar Alminster can use this spell to determine legendary information about a particular place, person or item of a certain type. If such information is at hand, the similarity of determining such information takes him 1d4 rounds, if only detailed information known to take him 1d10 days to cast and if only
known rumors take him 2d6 weeks. Mass offer: As the offer spell (see whispered description offer above), expect Elminster Omar could affect up to 29 creatures in total. Tenser's transformation: Omar Elminster undergoes a startling transformation as he transforms into a formidable fighting machine as if
he were fighting like that of a real fighting maniac and pays double normal hit points, wins -4 grade armor (or +4rd grade armor class in third edition D&amp;A D) and will last 29 rounds (174 seconds). Forcecage: Omar Alminster can bring about to be a power cube that has power bands with 1/2-inch
gaps between and will last a total of 35 rounds (210 seconds), creatures with magic resistance may be able to pass through the Maccabi. Limited wish: A very strong but difficult spell for Alaminster Ammar to impose, he can cast it to fill verbally, but only partially or for a limited period depending on the
circumstances. Shock power word: Omar Elminster by eye contact on facing his target can use a spell that would simply stun a creature, those with 50 points hit or fewer stunned in 4d4 innings, those from 51 points hit and 100 hit stunned 2d4 innings and those with 101 points hit to 150 hit stunners for
1d4 innings. Prismatic spray: Alaminster Ammar causes a cone-shaped burst that can travel about 20 metres and as a result with seven shining flares, intertwined with three colours to spray from their hand, each beam has a different power. Creatures that are caught in a frismatic spray that are at least
level 8 and below or have 8 cubes hit or below are automatically blind for 2d4 rounds, dosing the next effects as seen below... Red Beam deals with 20 points of fire damage (save vs. spell/reflex throwing savings take 10 points of damage instead) Orange Foundation deals with 40 points of acid damage
(save vs spells/reflex throw to take 20 points of damage instead) Yellow Fund deals with 80 points of electrical damage (save vs spells/reflex Saving toss take 40 points of damage instead) The green beam causes poison as it results in immediate death (successful rescue versus poison/resilience save
causes the affected creature to take 1d6 points of damage to the constitution instead) Blue Beam causes the creature to be turned to stone (successful rescue versus fossils/fortitude keep preventing it) indigo ray causes insanity as the spell itself which is a continuous version of Witchcraft (successful
reserve versus wand/save prevents it) Purple Beam causes the affected creature to be sent to another plane of existence (successful rescue versus witchcraft/save prevents it from happening) Sculpture: Elminster Omar can cast this spell to make his target of choice into a solid stone and will last up to 29
hours. Symbol Synostodweomer (D&amp;D) Book Hero 2nd Edition: Omar Elminster can use this spell to make the energy of any other mysterious spell he has memorized for healing magic, When Alminster Omar casts this spell and then casts another spell on his selection allows him to return hit points
(in his case, up to 18 points highest if he casts a mysterious spell at Level 9) Bigby's clenched fist: Omar Elminster can bring a huge, thrombected hand that is dotted into a fist where he can rule by mental means. With that, Omar Elminster can handle a blow peeking that is 1d6 damage, a solid punch for
2d6 damage, a hard punch for 3D6 damage and his opponent being overwhelmed for the next round and finally a crushing blow which deals 4d6 points of damage and the opponent is stunned for the next three rounds. The boxing also has an armored tier of 0 (30 in the third edition D&D) and has the
equal amount of hit points of Omar's Elminster. Maze: Omar's Elminster can use this spell to make his goal disappear into an out-of-dimensional space, exactly how long it takes for the target to leave the maze depending on his/her intelligence, the affected target can take a difficulty of 20 for intelligence
testing in an attempt to escape the maze as a full circular action, if for some reason the affected creature cannot escape the maze within 10 minutes, the maze disappears and thus forces the creature to leave it. Anyway, the creature reappead where it was when the labyrinthine spell was first cast. Blank
Mind: This spell protects Alminster Omar or his target of choice from all instruments and spells that would otherwise detect, affect and even read emotions and thoughts for 24 hours earlier (one day). Prismatic wall: Omar Elminster can create a vertical, opaque wall- a shimmering, colorful plane of light
that protects it from all forms of attack and will last 290 minutes. The prismatic wall is motionless and Elminster Omar can go through his wall without it damaging him, other people with 8 cubes/levels or less that attempt to pass through the prismatic wall is blind to 2d4 rounds (12 to 24 seconds). The
colors have different effects as mentioned below... The Red Wall stops all magical missile weapon attacks - deals with 20 points of fire damage (saving witchcraft/reflex to take 10 points of damage instead) The Orange Wall stops all magical weapon attacks - 40-point deals of acid damage (saving versus
throwing in witchcraft/reflex savings to take 20 points of damage instead) Stops toxins, gases, fossils &amp; Deals with 80 points of electrical damage (save vs. witchcraft/reflex saving throw to take 40 points of damage instead) green wall stops breathing weapons and causes poison as it results in
immediate death (successful rescue vs poison/resilience save causes affected creature to take 1d6 points of constitutional damage instead) Blue wall stops the spells of decoys, mental attacks and causes the creature to be turned to stone (rescue Successful vs. fossils/resilience keep preventing it) Indigo
Wall stops all spells and causes insanity as the spell itself which is a continuous version of the confusion spell (successful rescue vs baton/save prevents it) Wall Violet creates an energy field that destroys all objects, effects and even causes the affected creature to be sent to someone else's existence
(Successful save vs spell/save prevents this from happening) Serten Alaminster Ammar's spell immunity is capable of being almost immune to certain spells , as well as magical attack forms and can last up to a total of 29 rounds (174 seconds) if used on itself or on one other goal. Alminster Omar can
cast this spell at up to seven different targets with a duration divided by up to 4 rounds (24 seconds) at the lowest ebb. It also gives a bonus for saving counter-spells which varies from witchcraft levels and type of witchcraft, an example of the savings throw bonuses mentioned below... Arcane spelling
wizard spells priest (divine) spells 1-3 +9 (including magical effects) +7 4-6 +7 +5 7-8 +5 +3 Symbol: Omar Elminster can create magical runes using this spell, which affects the creature that touches, passes over a gate on the described run or reads the run itself. The following effects for runes are
mentioned below... Death: If a creature that has at least 80 or fewer elimination points touches on this idea, such a creature dies instantly. Controversy: Affected creatures immediately fall into quarreling and arguing and the 50/50 chance of such creatures of different alignments attacking each other, the
squabbling will last from 30 seconds to 120 seconds (5d4 rounds) while fighting lasted from 12 seconds to 48 seconds (2d4 rounds) fear: creatures that touch this idea are affected by fear. Hopelessness: Affected creatures return in dejection unless they resist using save versus witchcraft (save D&D 3rd
Edition) Madness: Creatures that have at least 120 hit points or less to be mad and stay so, just heal, miracle, Or a wish can remove the madness. Pain: Affected creatures find themselves with tearing pain inside their bodies, they suffer a -4 penalty attack rolling and 2 penalty to Texas scores for 2d10
turns. Sleep: Affected creatures of 8 hit/level cubes or less fall asleep for 1d12 +4 turns. Stunning: Creatures with 160 points hit or less stunned and staggered from 18 seconds to 72 seconds (3d4 rounds), knocking down what they were holding. Symbol Skeleton Deliquescence (D&amp;D) Lorebook Hero
Edition 2): Alminster Omar can use this spell to turn one creature into a Jal for a total of 29 days, such a person will collapse into a helpless, heavy mass that can speak, breathe but do nothing else. Once the time period expires, the creature will return to normal. Elminster Evasion (D&amp;D) Lorebook
Hero Edition 2): Given that it's a custom version of a contingency spell, it brings Omar Elminster to a dimensional location he calls Safehold for healing and resurrection ever required. The six conditions he tells his version of his spell are 1. his death; 2. Loss of his mental faculties; 3. Loss of his physical
faculties; 4. Destruction of the upper two limbs; 5. Destruction of his total body volume; And six. His saying about the word Thale. Epuration Effulgent by Elminster (D&amp;D) Edition 2 Hero's Lorebook Book): A reader on a floating number, silver bullets, Omar Elminster can summon up to 29 counts in
total, have the ability to absorb one spell, ability like witchcraft or other magical influence of any offensive kind, after the sphere absorbs the spell, the ball fades and thus takes the spell itself with it. Foresight: This spell gives Omar Elminster a sixth sense for a total of 222 seconds, it allows him a general
idea of how he can defend himself in advance if need be. Imprisonment: Alminster Omar can cast this spell to imprison his target once he touches such a creature when casting this spell. Swarm of meteors: Alminster Omar's strongest offensive spell, is causing meteors to fall like a swarm as they deal
with 10d4 points of damage. With this spell cast, Omar Elminster will stick out his hand which bounces or eight 6-foot-diameter bowls or four 2d6-caliber balls of choice, he can even direct the meteors towards a particular target of choice for with successful range contact attack success, the targeted
creature also taking 2d6 outside damage (no savings shot allowed). The meteors will explode in a diamond pattern or in the opposite direction, with each side 20 feet long. Transformation: Omar Alminster can use this spell to get the shape of any creature that is (at the very least) half-god or legitimate and
thus allows Alminster to take the form of any creature he wants and has all the capabilities of such a creature except those Intelligence, innate magical abilities and magic resistance. Worldwalk (D&amp;amp;D Lorebook Hero 2nd Edition): Elminster Aumar can use this spell to open a portal to another
dimension or plane of existence and appears as a disc up to 20 feet in diameter that is transparent on one side where the target can be seen in addition to gray and featureless on the other. Alminster Omar can also dispel the spell of worldwalking by self-request. Longsword Thunder Gear: Omar
Elminster runs a magical thunder longsword, which can hit targets more easily and causes deeper wounds than a normal long word. Every time it strikes a particularly severe wound, the blade can create a cacophonous roar-like thunder on impact. Such an impact would not harm Alaminster and would
damage the enemy further. Always smoking pipe: Alminster will almost always carry a smoking pipe forever wherever it goes. Insect repellent: The smoke from the pipe keeps all the un magical insects within a 10-foot radius of the bay. Fire generation: When Alaminster forcibly exhales through the tube
while it is being deactivated, the tube shuts down but emits a single spinning ball of flame similar to Melf's thin meteoric spell; The fiery ball is under Elminster's control, and he can aim it at up to 30 yards by pointing at goal. Anything flammable damaged in the fireball from the pipe has a chance of being
on fire. The tube can also produce one of the three effects of pyrotechnics spell once every three rounds. Pipe summons: Elminster can summon the pipe to its location within 6-18 seconds by saying one secret word of power. Smoke manipulation: The Eversmoking tube can also create the smoke of the
pipe into crude, un magical images, symbols, or directional arrows which take 12-30 seconds to form and last another 12-30 seconds thereafter. Smoke protection: Elminster's hose can also protect it from un-magical projectiles like bolts and arrows. Spells like a magic rocket share away from Aleminster
and back to Kosit. Water change: If Elminster is ever submerged in water, the pipe immediately triggers an adulterous sea water effect for 72 seconds. Almost incasible: The pipeline is immune to physical attacks, and can only be destroyed by magical flames. Even a magical fire has a chance of failing to
destroy the pipeline. Teleportation: Elminster can also use the tube to cast a dimensional door spell to cross up to 700 meters immediately. The doors can travel up to 250kg of non-living material and 100kg of living material on contact. The spell takes 6 seconds to charge it and can be used up to 9 times
a day, after which Elminster is unable to throw the door with the hose. Protection Ring +3: A ring that increases Elmister's defenses when he wears it. Amulet of natural armor +5: This amulet, usually made of bone or animal scales, On Elminster's body and flesh to protect him from evil. Bracers of Armor
+7: These items appear to be arm guards. They surround Alminster Omar with an invisible but tangible force field that protects Elminster as if he were actually wearing armor. Both bracers must be worn for magic to be effective. Regeneration Ring: This white gold ring continually allows Lmminster Omar
to heal some of his wounds every hour. Every time Anminster gets damage with no lethal intentions in mind, it heals at a much faster rate, repairing damage every 5 minutes. If the magician loses a limb or limb while wearing the ring, Aleminster will re-irritate the lost body part as if the spell had been recast upon him. Only the damage done while Elminster is wearing the ring is regenerating at this rate. The mantle of spell resistance: This garment, worn on ordinary clothing or armor, gives Aleminster strong resistance to the effects of spells. Elminster's Safehold: Perhaps The Ace of Fellow Elminster, a
small item that holds a pocket dimension filled with Alaminster's wealth of magical items. Many other items have also been stored here, such as a library and magical butlers to protect the dimension. Alminster could come into his vault as a way to evade power if he ever needed to. He can also temporarily
visit the plane to take all the magical items he requires at the same time. Feils of speed power and skill durability managed to defeat the evil magelords that usurped the Kingdom of Amritla (he passed the king on to his shock friend, knight Athalantar). Took his moment to protect Shadodale from the Order
of the Panthers. Managed to get rid of Ban's Avatar (bigger gods) and although trapped in a spell, he returns in one piece. Fun working community content weaknesses are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Specify.
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